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Dedication 

I dedicate this work to all the friends and Colleagues who have assisted me in 

my studies over the years. 

Arandir Ash Darkglade and Baroness Tirwen Palangil for bringing me out of 

Taureanna. 

The Faculty of Daemonology in Trieste for taking me on as a fee paying 

student. 

My imps Ecks and Why for being everything a summoner could hope for.   

And finally, Annwyn, the star faced child for giving me the motivation to go on.   

 

 

 

It is my sincere hope that this meagre work will serve to educate the mages of 

Erdreja and help us become more effective at protecting Erdreja`s interests as 

she develops.   

 

 

 

The views contained within this document are the views of the author and 

have no relation to the views of the Gryphon nation.   
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Foreword, by the Author. 

For years I have struggled to regain an understanding of the more intricate 

subtleties of the weaving of magical energies upon Erdreja.   

By watching those less mundane spell casters around me, I have managed to 

elevate my hedge magic from simple cantrips to powerful hexes and wards, 

the like of which one normally finds only amongst Elves, Imps and Imperial 

Warlocks.   

The biggest hindrance I have faced in regaining this knowledge has been the 

seeming inability of the less mundane wizard to effectively make use of their 

power.   

I have been witness to powerful mages exhausting their daily empowerment in 

blatant displays of vulgar destruction. 

I have seen imps wasting power for their own amusement early in the day, 

ignorant of the need to conserve that power. 

Worst of all, I have encountered an ignorance of the basic spells a less 

mundane mage has available to them.  Moderately powered casters granting 

themselves a will of iron or stood static, unable to think of the correct 

invocation to make.   

The purpose of this document is to address these issues and provide a 

summary of my own findings with regards the conjuration of basic invocations. 

 

Spiky Norris 

Archduke de Nuova Roma, Hero of Orc`s Drift, Chancellor of the Gryphon 

Nation 

Summer 1111, Faculty of Daemonology, College of Nuova Roma 
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On Quantities of Power 

At their most basic level, a junior hedge mage should be able to cast four 

simple cantrips.  This appears to be reflected across all the schools of power 

utilisation.  Even a junior wizard is able to school themselves to retain a great 

amount of thaumic power.  At the highest level of self development the junior 

would be able to increase their power levels to around five times that of the 

less skilled junior.   

The same increase again can be secured through training within the Guild of 

Mages.  Such training is time consuming however, taking many years to build 

up; unless you have developed your own power reserves you may not be able 

to maximise your training in the same way that some guild members have. 

A more advanced hedge mage has far more power available to them than a 

junior.  Even the least skilled adept has at least three more times the power 

than a junior.  This can be more than doubled with the right self discipline and 

the same power increase can be achieved again through Mage Guild training. 

At maximum power a skilled adept or master can cast an amazing forty four 

minor cantrips, twenty two moderate cantrips or eleven master cantrips.  Of 

course, the mage in question may divide their power any way they like.   

The effective master mage will always keep the more potent spells back to 

conserve power.   

To summarise, even the weakest master mage can cast three high magic spells 

but the wisest will cast as few as possible whilst maintaining the illusion that 

they can cast far more. 
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On the Replenishment of Power 

The most important thing to note regarding thaumic energy is that it does not 

replenish itself immediately.   

I have encountered ancient devices that provide thaumic energy to willing 

recipients but these are incredibly rare.  With the right study beforehand, it 

may be possible to emulate these devices within a ritual.   

Unless you are lucky enough to be a member of a secret coven of warlocks 

then you will have to wait until dawn for your thaumic power levels to be 

restored. 

Moderately powerful warlocks are able to drain the unresisting of power.  

Some even give their power willingly to these skilled individuals.   

I have found that despite their ability to consume and regain power at their 

leisure, warlocks are probably the most adept at conserving the power they 

have.  Much can be learned from studying the adept warlock in the field of 

arcane battle.   

The only exception to this rule, for the rest of us, is something I have never 

witnessed myself.  I have heard of a number of situations where power users 

have performed rites to their ancestors requesting that their power be 

returned.   

These rites appear to have been performed under incredibly desperate 

circumstances and were not always successful.   
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On the Conservation of Power 

It goes without saying that the best way to conserve power is to not waste it by 

using it.   

Every spell that you cast is a spell that you can`t cast later.  Just because you 

can cast an invocation, it doesn`t mean you should.   

Whilst studying the less mundane juniors, adepts and masters around me I 

have come to the conclusion that the successful hedge mage does not rely on 

hedge magic alone.  The simplest, least power consumptive means to an end is 

still a means to an end.   

After all, why strike a foe with a blast of thaumic energy when you can throw a 

dagger at them or strike them with a weapon?   

If the foe is immune to mundane weapons then, yes, your cantrip is the most 

effective means of harming them at your disposal. 

Likewise, why try to mystically charm or attract your target when words alone 

may work just as effectively? 

A simple “Look over there!” or “You! You there! Look at me!” works without 

expending power.  The power saved could save your life! 

All of this is not to suggest that you neglect your arcane abilities; far from it, 

what I suggest is that you learn when to use your arcane powers and when to 

use your mundane abilities.   

Your arcane abilities are a gift, hard won through study and practice; they 

should not be spent as quickly as a Caledonian youth on his first trip to the 

brothel.   
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On Cantrips, Hexes, Invocations and Spells 

There are three plateaus of power that the student of the less than mundane 

may or may not encounter throughout their studies.   

With each plateau of power comes an array of spells for the casting.  Not all 

are available to every mage as some require the caster to perform 

concentrated rites.  These are few in number however, a good many spells 

remaining accessible to mages of any plateau.   

Simple cantrips, charms and spells for the junior mage; standard allures, hexes 

and invocations for the adept mage and more powerful hexes, wards and 

enchantments for the master magus. 

I include here a rundown of the gifts available to each plateau of power, with 

thought given to the use of each invocation. 

These thoughts are borne of years of study of fellow mages and the practical 

application of the advice included below. 
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Spells For the Junior Mage 

Counter-spell – “By the power of magic I counter that spell” 

Any mage of worth is able to spit out a counter-spell; the skilled mage will spit 

it out quick enough for it to be effective.   

Personally I find this to be only worth casting in magical duels.  During regular 

conflicts I find myself too wrapped up in the experience to bother countering 

spells unless they are really worth countering. 

If the effects of spells cast upon you really trouble you, the guilds can teach 

you to resist a lot of them naturally, without expending power. 

Spells worth countering are those that immunities cannot be trained or that 

training is excessively expensive.   

Personally I would recommend countering any spell that causes you to sleep, 

to take injury or to follow the spell caster unwillingly.  Anything else can be 

shrugged off in seconds or immunity can be gained from the guilds.    

Spells from the highest plateau of power can only be countered with a 

counter-spell from that plateau, I will discuss those later.   

 

Detection of Magic – “By the power of magic I Detect Magic”  

I can honestly say I have never cast this cantrip.  Casting this spell will alert you 

to the presence of magic within your immediate area. 

Be warned however, any and every magical item, being or pattern will show up 

and confusion may ensue.  I have seen master mages brought down by casting 

this simple cantrip. 

Avoid this spell especially if you yourself are magical in nature.   

 

Distraction – “By the power of magic I Distract you” 
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This simple cantrip could save your life, however, should your life not be in 

immediate peril then it is a waste of your power.  Shouting “look over there” is 

likely to have as much effect.   

Non-sentient beings are immune to this kind of spell.  Skeletons and zombies 

and the like are immune to this spells but self-aware beings aren`t.  Also, 

immunity is relatively uncommon.  So if you`re overwhelmed and need a few 

seconds to get away then this spell could be useful; especially if shouting “look 

over there” didn`t work.  

 

Clumsiness – “By the power of magic I Fumble that spear” 

This spell would be moderately useful if so many people weren`t immune to it.  

Casting this simple cantrip causes the victim to drop whatever it is you 

targeted the spell at.  Granted, they can always pick it up again but not if you 

or your colleagues then lay into them with your own weapons. 

I appreciate that not all mages can wield weapons and cast spells at the same 

time but the sentiment remains.  If you have gone to the effort to spend what 

is potentially a quarter of your meagre thaumic allowance on causing someone 

to drop their spear, then you or someone near you should damn well make the 

effort to pick that spear  up and/or beat the unarmed opponent away from 

you.   
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Mending of Shattered Items and Constructs – “By the power of magic I Mend 

that shield” 

Let`s not beat around the bush.  You`re called upon to cast this spell, because a 

supposed friend and ally couldn`t be bothered to visit the guilds and learn how 

to hold their stuff together.  A rival caster has cast a Shatter spell on their 

weapon, or shield, and now they expect you to patch it up for them.   

Who are you, their mother? No! (Unless you are actually their mother but even 

then, this level of usury is just as unforgiveable in a family member as it is in a 

friend). 

I do appreciate that you can`t always decline in the heat of battle but those 

mend spells, that you just cast for your friends, could amount to the power you 

need later tonight to save your life, as well as theirs.   

Your friends need educating.  You are not their shatter-repair tool.  It is 

relatively simple to pick up an immunity from the guilds that means that this 

need never happen.  Educate your friends and hope that the only time you 

need cat this spell is to repair a friendly construct, or other ritually empowered 

being, whose wounds can be cured with this spell.   

 

Repellence – “By the power of magic I Repel you” 

Moderately useful, this spell forces the target back about ten paces.  This can 

be handy in a pinch but immunity to the spell is common.   

If you know your target is vulnerable then fill your boots.  You could even pair 

up with another caster and repel the foe back and forth between you, 

although that is the kind of flagrant abuse of power that I would expect from 

imps; not serious students of the arcane arts.   
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Striking People Down – “By the power of magic I strike you down” 

This is probably the most useful hex available to the first plateau of power.  

Immunity isn`t uncommon but when it works this spell works.  Catsing this 

spell causes the victim to be knocked off their feet.   

The spell doesn`t hurt particularly but the inconvenience to your foe is worth 

the small amount of power used. 

Once your foe is on the floor it is important to finish them off quickly.  Move in 

with a weapon and encourage your friends to do the same.  If you`re unlucky 

the foe will be skilled at fighting from a prone position but in my experience, 

most aren`t.   

 

Tracing Transports 

Mages with any skill in the performance of rites or rituals are able to perform a 

rite at a recently used transport circle to trace the destination of the recent 

transport party.   

Obviously this spell is only useful when you arrive too late to hear the location 

of the circle transported to.  (Or the person conducting the previous transport 

rite spoke too quietly; or those present were too preoccupied or ignorant to 

make note of the destination).   

The rite must be started within a minute of the transport rite ending, or the 

energies within the circle seem to dissipate making the trace impossible. 

To be fair, I believe the Watchers of Erdreja may be capable of tracing the 

transport later as long as nobody else uses the circle but I may have imagined 

that nugget of information.  I`d be very surprised if they couldn`t.   
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Spells for the Adept Mage 

Blast – “By the power of magic I Blast your head” 

To the student mage this may seem like the spell to end all spells.  Not quite as 

potent as a High mage`s bolt of power, this spell literally blasts the target with 

raw arcane energy.  The damage caused is magical but does not cut through 

armour, nor does it utterly destroy the targeted area.   

It is useful in a fix but shouldn`t be relied on.  I have seen many a novice caster 

ejaculate their entire reserve of power within a minute on this spell; sadly the 

caster is usually swamped by the enemy, shortly after.   

 

Protection from melee weapons – “By the power of magic I claim immunity 

from melee weapons”  

This is one of the most useful wards available to the adept mage.  Gripping 

another`s shoulders, you begin this chant and for as long as you chant the 

power you have spent remains coursing through the target and preventing 

normal weapon blows from hurting them. 

Even mighty blows from steel or silver will be shrugged off by your ward.  

Enchanted weapons or blows tailored to specifically affect the target will still 

cut through but as long as you chant and maintain hold, the target is safe from 

mundane weapons. 

Of course, the utility of this ward does not end there, for it can be cast upon 

the caster themselves!  Start the chant by placing your hand upon your chest 

and then continue to chant as you draw your weapon and lay waste to the 

mundane forces around you.  Try not to laugh at their impotence and inability 

to hurt you as this will likely break the chant.   

The chant is repeated for as long as you can chant without interruption and 

there does seem to be some flexibility in the vocal make up of the vocals.  The 

chant can be altered to include messages "by the power of magic I claim 

immunity from the melee weapons the goblins are wielding round the corner". 
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Protection from missile weapons – “By the power of magic I claim immunity 

from missile weapons” 

This ward is almost identical to the chant above, with only one minor 

difference.  The ward defends against arrows and thrown weapons.  Whilst this 

is rare out in the field, this spell could save your life.   

You see, archers are inherently cool.  They may not be prolific but they are 

lethal opponents and valuable friends.   

If you have friends who practice archery then it may be useful to cast this 

chant upon them when they are facing other archers.   

 

Making people follow you – “By the power of magic I Enthral you...” 

Personally I shy away from charms, I find them distasteful.  I`d much rather get 

someone to follow me by using my own wiles.   

This charm instantly grabs the attention of the target and draws them towards 

you.  As long as you continue to maintain a meaningful conversation with you, 

the power of the charm remains and draws them towards you. 

Even if the target is distracted or stumbles, they will continue to follow you; 

unless of course you stop engaging them in meaningful conversation or are 

distracted yourself.  If something hurts your target they will be broken free 

from the charm also but that`s surely a win for you – they probably wouldn`t 

have been hurt if you hadn`t attracted them as well as you did. 

Bestowing people with an Iron Will – “By the power of magic I grant you Iron 

Will” 

This ward should be reserved for special friends.  Otherwise you will be 

flooded by requests from any and every person near to you.   

This ward covers the inadequacies of others.  By casting this ward on 

somebody, you are lending them a little bit of your own thaumic energy so that 

they can resist spells cast at them.   
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They could visit the guilds and build up their own resistances but would rather 

use your thaumic energy to cover up their own laziness. 

Remember, when you cast this upon somebody you are sharing a little 

something of yourself with them.  Real friends understand this. 

You shouldn`t really need to cast this upon yourself.  I`ve seen this happen in 

the field and had it explained to me that it meant the caster could counter 

enemy spells with their casting hands occupied.  I see the point but prefer to 

keep one hand free for casting anyway.   

Quick casting saves lives. 

 

Keeping People Quiet – “By the power of magic I Mute you” 

Whilst the effect is short lived, this hex is useful.  Immunity is common 

however so don`t be upset if it fails to work.   

The target of this hex will immediately shut the frog up.  For the next minute 

they are unable to speak.   

The utility of this hex is obvious, especially when your camp has been invaded 

by poor quality bards.  Most spell casters have to vocalise their incantations, I 

encourage you to study with the guilds and learn how to keep on talking, 

otherwise someone might prove how useful this spell is by trying it out the 

next time you`re casting. 

 

Singing Lullabies – “By the power of magic I command you Sleep” 

A stealthy way of dealing with an opponent is to put them to sleep before 

sneaking past or dealing with them in a far more sanguine manner.   

This hex puts the target to sleep for a few seconds, long enough to get past or 

to get a killing blow in.   

This hex has saved my life often. 
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Breaking things – “By the power of magic I Shatter that spear” 

If you truly want to make life hard for your enemy`s wizards; shatter their 

warriors` weapons and shields.  The only way to repair a shattered item is to 

mend it magically and that means your enemy`s mages will be flooded with 

requests from their supposed friends.   

Other than that, this spell is a total waste of power.  Immunity is common. 

The only really good thing about this incantation is that it can be used to heal 

twisted constructs and other ritually empowered beings. 
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On Spells for the Master Magus 

Whilst I appreciate that mastery of magic is rare, I have seen instances of 

shocking misuse of high arcane power amongst those who have acquired its 

knowledge.   

Incantations at this level take a considerable amount of thaumic power and 

should be used sparingly.   

If you are interested in becoming a master magus then you should join the 

Guild of Mages and prove your worth to them.  Alternatively you could find an 

elusive warlock coven and prove your worth to them instead.   

 

Resisting Ranged Magics – “By the high power of magic I claim an Aura of 

Immunity” 

The jewel in the master magus`s crown, this ward protects the master magus 

from any ranged magical effect, even those that are designed to effect more 

than one person at once.   

If caught in an arcane duel, this should be the first and last spell you need to 

cast.  Begin the chant and draw your daggers – your opponent will not last 

long.   

Even effects that cannot normally be resisted or countered are rendered 

powerless by this chant. 

Do not become complacent however; weapons, missiles and effects that are 

transmitted by touch will break through your chant. 
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Clearing the immediate area – “By the high power of magic I claim a 

Forbidding” 

When you find that you are in need of a little breathing room, this chant allows 

you to clear a space.   

Once you have begun this chant, you will find that you can will people away 

from you, pushing everyone within the area away from you.  In bursts and 

waves your will forces people away for as long as you continue to chant. 

You may choose a couple of individuals who remain unaffected but any more 

than this would be pushing your will to its limits.  In fact, the concentration 

required to wield so much physical power will most definitely hamper your 

movement whilst casting this spell. 

 

Freeze – “By the high power of magic I Freeze you” 

This hex is one of the greatest uses of elemental manipulation I have ever 

seen.  Casting this spell literally freezes the target to the spot.  Immunity to this 

kind of imprisonment is rare but the effects are short lived, the target will thaw 

within a minute of casting.   

This is a useful spell to use when you need to get away from someone. 

A lot of the Akari lords and generals appeared to be immune to this spell. 
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Greater Counter-spell – “By the high power of magic I counter that spell” 

The hexes of a master magus cannot normally be countered, except by other 

master mages.  Some adepts and juniors can be trained to cast this higher level 

of counter-spell. 

This spell will counter any spell cast at you from this highest plateau of power.   

 

Mage`s Armour – “By the high power of magic I grant you Mage Armour” 

If you are a master magus, then the first thing you do when you get up on a 

morning is put your armour on... you can get dressed later.   

Almost invisible to the naked eye, your magical imbued armour protects you 

from a couple of weapon blows and more importantly from a master mage`s 

fury.   

You can repair your armour by pumping more thaumic power into it; this ward 

means you can safely enter the field of combat with your warrior friends.   

 

Mage Bolt – “By the high power of magic I strike your head Mage Bolt” 

If you want to make a blatant show of power or just like being known for your 

rage fuelled mage dramas then this is the spell for you.  This spell is for capping 

fools badass style.   

During my studies with the Faculty of Daemonology in Teutonia, I was often 

reminded of the old adage: 

"Bolt for show, Freeze for a Pro" 

This isn`t the shrewdest use of thaumic power by any means. 

The mage`s bolt ignores any armour the target is wearing and destroys the 

targeted location with a massive blast of enchanted energy.   

This hex can even breach the ritual of peace; if you absolutely have to end your 

target then this spell will help.   
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It is possible to learn how to harden yourself to this spell, some beings are able 

to resist most of the damage caused and some are immune to any form of 

enchanted damage. 

This incantation can also be countered, so you may want to take friends and 

double or triple tap your target.   

Targets wearing a mage armour are briefly protected from the first casting of 

this spell, their armour protects them from your fury; a second shot will finish 

them off though.   

 

Creating a Flaming Weapon – “By the high power of magic I imbue this 

weapon with flame” 

Master maguses aren`t known for their aptitude when it comes to crafting 

arcane weapons.  This can cause problems when facing creatures that are 

immune to ordinary weapons.   

Whilst the master magus could use their ranged offensive spells to do damage, 

the wise master will use this incantation instead.   

This incantation causes any weapon you hold in your dominant hand to ignite 

in magical flame.  Even staves or two-handed swords – including those that 

have been crafted to strike people down or cut through armour.   

This means that the weapon is temporarily magical and will now hurt creatures 

that it couldn`t hurt before; unless they are immune to magical damage.   

 

On the Performance of Rites 

If you are a magus of any level and capable of performing rites then there are a 

couple of extra tricks up your sleeve.   

Mage craft rites are predominantly related to the use of transport circles and 

teleportation.   
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Obviously you can team up and involve yourself in other people`s rites but I 

wouldn`t encourage it.  To my kind, rites are taking the manipulation of 

thaumic energy a little too far and should be left well and truly in the hands of 

ritualists.   

Transporting people from circles 

The ideal transportation rite takes just over a minute.  You can use it to 

transport yourself and up to fifteen other people to another circle.  All you 

need is the circle`s name and for that circle to be active.   

An example of a transport rite would be to stand in the centre of the circle, 

arms raised and declare "I invoke the powers of this circle calling upon the 

fundaments and elements in the locality to transport this party to my home 

circle of Nuova Roma where the warm earth is ready to greet is and the air is 

blessed with the scent of daemons blah blah blah blah blah ... by my power I 

transport all within this circle to Nuova Roma!"  

The trick is to make sure you have a declaration that is around a minute in 

length. 

Most ritualists just walk the circle talking but you don`t need to.  I`ve seen 

skathen leaping and bounding around in the circle and people laid prone, as if 

dead whilst they conduct their rite. 
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Tracing recent transporations 

A ten second rite, this rite must be started within ten seconds of the transport 

you are tracing having been completed. 

The only reason to use this rite is if people didn`t hear where the ritualist took 

the transport party or if they were speaking in another language.   

These rites often fail due to timing.   

 

Rite of Teleportation 

As a rule I avoid rites but this incantation is probably the single reason I studied 

so hard when it came to performing them.   

The card up the cowardly master magus`s sleeve, teleportation.  It takes 

around ten seconds to perform a brief rite at the end of which you are 

magically teleported to the nearest ritual or transport circle.   

It can take a while to get there and you probably want to be ready to perform 

a rite of transportation when you do.  Most people know what happens when 

you teleport and so your foes are likely racing to the circle to head you off.   

My preferred rite of teleportation is to wring my hands together and chant 

something along the lines of 

"By the high power of magic I wanna get out of here, I wanna get out of here, I 

wanna get out of here! and so I teleport myself away from here.” 

If the nearest circle is not active, or has been sealed by pesky ritualists, then 

you will appear at the nearest non-sealed circle. 
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On Casting in the Field of Combat and Working Well With 

Others 

I believe it is essential for mages of any level to have some combat readiness.  

The best way to achieve that is to dual wield.   

It does take some effort to develop the ability to cast and fight or fight with 

two weapons and so I understand why most mages opt to increase their 

thaumic power levels instead. 

The most important thing for the battle magus to keep in mind, however, are 

the reactions of his non-casting colleagues. 

Your colleagues may be an irritation at times, constantly demanding a will of 

iron or that you repair their shattered shields but there are things they can do 

for you also.   

Firstly, react to your spells.  If you put their foe to sleep, encourage them to 

smite it before it wakes up.  Likewise if you knock their foe over you should 

encourage them to keep the foe down.   

Secondly, don`t leave you in the front line while they repair their armour.  You 

may be able to hold your own but you are no fitting replacement for a sword 

and shield.  Use your judgement and offer your services to help get them back 

in that gap on the front line.   
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Notes  
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